
CONJUGACY IN NILPOTENT GROUPS

NORMAN BLACKBURN

1. Statement of the theorem. The aim of the present note is to

investigate possible generalizations of the well-known fact that if a

is a nonidentity element of a finitely-generated nilpotent group G,

there exists an epimorphism <j> of G onto a finite group such that

aa^T^l. The generalization that we consider is the following. Let G be

a finitely-generated nilpotent group, and let w(xi, • ■ • ,xn;ai, • ■ • ,am)

be a word in variables Xi, • • • , x„ and elements ah • • • , am of G. If

w = 1 has no solution in G, does there exist an epimorphism <p of G

onto a finite group H such that w(xu • • • , x„ ; ai<¡>, • • • , am<j>) = 1 has

no solution in if? The answer in general is in the negative, as is shown

by a counterexample constructed below. However, we shall prove,

in answer to a question posed by A. W. Mostowski, that the answer

is in the affirmative if w = x~1axb~1. Our aim then is to prove the

following.

Theorem. Let G be a finitely-generated nilpotent group and let a, b

be elements of G which are not confútate in G. Then there is an epimor-

phism <j> of G onto a finite group H such that axp, b<j> are not conjugate

in H.

To construct the counterexample referred to above we use the

following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let f(h, h, ■ • • , t„) be a polynomial with integer coeffi-

cients in n variables h, h, ■ ■ ■ , /„. Then there exists a finitely-generated

torsion-free nilpotent group G, a word w(xi, %$, • • • , xn; m0, • • • , uT)

in « variables xi, Xi, • • • , xn and elements u0, ■ ■ ■ , ur of G and an ele-

ment Ut¿\ such that as x\, x%, • ■ ■ , xn run through G the values of

w(xi, xit • • • , xn; Mo, • • • i ur) are the values of ufiMM'"'^'> as

Xi, Xj, • • • , X» run through all integers.

In the proof of this we mean by the degree of the monomial

t"Hf ■ ■ • C the integer mi+m2+ ■ ■ ■ +m„. Let r be the greatest

degree of the monomials occurring in / with nonzero coefficients. Let

G be the split extension of a free Abelian group with basis u0, «i, • • • ,

wr by the automorphism v which carries «¿ into «¿Mj_i (i = 1, 2, • • -, r)

and «o into itself:
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Ui = uiUi-i       (t = 1, 2, • • • , r), «o = «o.

Then G is nilpotent of class r+1. Also G is finitely-generated and

torsion-free. If

f(h, t2, ■ • ■ , t„) = 2-, cii 'i   * * * k j

define

W(X\, Xt, •  •  • , Xn; Mo, Ml, •  •  • , Mr)  —   1J[ Mmi+mrf.. .+m„

Now every element of G is of the form vxy, where y lies in the group

generated by «0, «i, ■ • • , uT. Thus to find all the values of w we may

substitute Xi = vx<yt. Then

*i—1 »x»'l/,~i x,-     ( î )
My        = M, = Uj-iUj-2

Hence

(»,-1)" x«»    »
My —   Uj-mUj—m-1  *   '   *  ,

where the asterisk denotes some exponent. Hence

m1   m'
c(xi— l)ml(lj— l)ml- ■ •(»„— l)m» cXl    Xj      • • •Xnm»

«»>!+!»»+ • • •+*•» =   M0 )

and

. . /(Xi.Xj.-.-.X,)
w(a;i, a;2, • • • , «»; m0, mi, • • • , uT) = m0 ,

as required.

To obtain the counterexample we apply Lemma 1 to some poly-

nomial/, such as (1 — 2i) (1 — 3i) or if+55^ —5, with the property that

/=0 has no integer solutions but/=0 (m) has a solution for every

integer m. Let G be the group and w the word obtained from Lemma

1. Then w= 1 has no solution in G since/=0 has no integer solutions.

But let <j> be any epimorphism of G onto a finite group H and let m

be the order of wp. A solution of/=0 (m) yields immediately a solu-

tion of w(xi, x2, • ■ • , xn; Uocp, Uifp, • • • , u/p) = 1 in 77.

2. Lemmas. To prove the theorem we need two lemmas. For any

group G and any positive integer m we denote by Gm the group gener-

ated by all with powers of elements of G.

Lemma 2. For each prime p and for each positive integer c there exists

an integer dP(c) such that if G is a nilpotent group of class at most c,
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every element of Gpn (for any n^dp(c)) is a p^^'Hh power.1

Let

dp(c) = (c + \)v-p-p*-p-\

where p" is the highest power of p which does not exceed c. Thus for

c>\,

dP(c) = dp(c - 1) + v.

The lemma is proved by induction on c and is trivial for c= 1. Now

let Xi, Xi, • • • , xT be elements of a nilpotent group G of class c > 1.

By a formula of P. Hall [l, Theorem 6.3], we have for n^dp(c),

p" p" p"       , ,j>" (f)  (*")
xi x2   • ■ • xr   = («1*2 • • • xr)   yi    y3      ■ ■ ■ >y»,

where y, lies in the jth term of the lower central series of G. Now the

binomial coefficient

where (u, p) = 1, is divisible by pn~l. Also either yptu = 1 or plu^c and

/ íí v, since the class of G is c. Hence

(7)
y>

is always a £n-'th power, and we may write

pit   pit pit p*—r   p»—P p*-w

Xi Xi    •  •  • XT     = Zi      Zt •  •  • Ze

Here z2, Z3, • • • lie in the derived group of G. Hence by [l, Lemma

1.3], the group T generated by zu z2> • • ■ , zc is of class less than c.

Hence by the inductive hypothesis this element is a pn-*-<h<-°-Uth

power, as required.

Lemma 3. Let a be an element of a finitely-generated torsion-free nil-

potent group G and let H be the centraliser of a in G. Let p be a prime.

Then there exists an integer e = e(G) such that if n^e, the centraliser of

aGp" in G/G"n is contained in HG^'/G"".

It is a simple consequence of [l, Lemma 1.9 and Lemma 4.7, Corol-

lary] that G possesses a series of normal subgroups

1 This is very slightly stronger than a result of Malcev (Izvestiya Akad. Nauk.

SSSR Ser. Mat. 13 (1949), 201-212). I am indebted to the referee for bringing this

reference to my attention.
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1 = Z0 < Zx < ■ ■ ■ < ZT = G,

such that G/Zi is torsion-free and Z.+i/Z,- is an infinite cyclic sub-

group of the centre of G/Zi. We prove Lemma 3 by induction on r.

The lemma is trivial if 77=G (taking e = 0). Otherwise r>\. Let

Hi/Zi be the centraliser of aZ\ in G/Z\. By the inductive hypothesis

there exists an integer e' = e(G/Zi) such that if nSïe' the centraliser

of aG^Zx in G/G"nZi is contained in HSP<"' /GpKZx.

If ¡cG77i, then [a, x]EZi and Z\ is contained in the centre of G.

Hence if x, ?G77i,

[a, xy] = [a, y][a, x]» = [a, x][a, y\.

The mapping x—>[a, x] is thus a homomorphism of 77i into Zi with

kernel 77. If z is an element which generates Z\, the image of this

homomorphism is generated by zk for some integer k, and if x is an

element of 77i such that [a, x]—zk, then 77x is generated by x and 77.

If A = 0, we take e = e'. For in this case 77i = 77, so for » = e the cen-

traliser of aG"n in G/G"n is contained in HlG»n~'''/'G'"' = HG'^'/'&"'.

If A 5^0, let £* be the highest power of £ which divides A and put

e = e(G) =e'+K+dp(c), where c is the class of G and dp(c) is defined

as in Lemma 2. Suppose that »=e and [a, b]EGp". Then bGp"Zi cer-

tainly lies in the centraliser of aGp"Zi; hence 6G77iGp"_". Hence

bEtGp"~' for some íG77i, and [a, t]EG"n~''. From above, Z = sx! for

some s G 77, and

[a, *!] = [a, s-H] = [a, t] G G»*~V.

But [a, xl]=zkl. Hence by Lemma 2,

for some uEG. Since G/Zi is torsion-free, it follows that «GZi, and

hence that kl is divisible by pn~'+'. Thus / is divisible by pn~e, so that

bEHGp"~'.

3. Proof of the theorem. We prove the theorem in the case when

G is torsion-free by induction on the same integer r as was used in the

proof of Lemma 3. Thus if G> 1 and Z= {z} is a cyclic subgroup of

the centre of G such that G/Z is torsion-free, we suppose that the

theorem is true in G/Z. Let a, b be nonconjugate elements of G. If

aZ, bZ remain nonconjugate in G/Z, the result follows at once from

the inductive hypothesis. Otherwise b is conjugate to an element of

the form azk, for some integer A. However a and azk are not conjugate

in G.
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Let H/Z be the centraliser of aZ in G/Z. As in Lemma 3, the map-

ping u—>[a, m] is a homomorphism of H into Z, and the image is of

the form \zl\ for some integer l^zO. Now / does not divide k, for

otherwise z* = [a, u] for some wGXf and au = azk, which is not the case.

Hence there exists a prime power pm which divides / but does not

divide k. Let e = e(G/Z) be defined as in Lemma 3, and put n = m+e

+dp(c), where c is the class of G and dp(c) is defined as in Lemma 2. By

[l, Lemma 4.4, Corollary], G/Gp" is a finite homomorphic image of

G. If aGp", bGp" are conjugate, then aGp", azkGp" are conjugate. Sup-

pose then that ax = azk (mod Gp"). Then x lies in the centraliser of

aZGp" and so, by Lemma 3, ¡eG/iO"". Thus x(E.tGpn~' for some tÇiH

and a'=azk (mod Gp"~'). But from the definition of /, at = azlq for some

integer q. Hence z'q~kGGpn~'. By Lemma 2, ztQ-k = vpn~r~d"M for some

»£G. Hence t>£Z and lq=k(pm). Thus k=0 (pm), a contradiction.

Hence aGp", bGp" are not conjugate, as required.

In the general case the torsion subgroup T of G is finite [l,

Theorem 4.5, Corollary], and we proceed by induction on the order

of T. If X=l, G is torsion-free, and the theorem is already proved.

Otherwise let Z be a subgroup of the centre of G of prime order p.

If a, b are nonconjugate elements of G, and a, b remain nonconjugate

modulo Z, the result follows at once from the inductive hypothesis.

Suppose then that b is conjugate to az for some generator z of Z. Then

a and az are not conjugate in G.

Suppose first that there is another prime divisor q of the order of

T. Let Zi be a subgroup of the centre of G of order q. If a, az are con-

jugate modulo Z\, we have

ax «* azzi,

for some element x of G and some generator Zi of Z\, Since z, Zi lie

in the centre of G, it follows at once that ax" = azq, and so if qq' +pp'

= 1, ax" =az. This is impossible, and so a, az are not conjugate

modulo Z\. Hence the result follows from the inductive hypothesis.

Finally, then, suppose that T is a £-group. Let e = e(G/T) be de-

fined as in Lemma 3, let pm be the exponent of T and set n — m+e

+dp(c), where c is the class of G and dp(c) is defined as in Lemma 2. If

tiGXPiG*"1-*, then by Lemma 2, v = wpm for some w(EG. Hence wGX

and wpm = l. Thus rnOn-' = l. Suppose that oG"", &G"n are con-

jugate. Then there is an element x of G such that ax=az (mod O").

Hence xGpnT lies in the centraliser of aGpnT. If XT/X is the centraliser

of aT in G/T, it follows from Lemma 3 that x<EHGp"~'. Hence

xEtG""-' for some tEH. Thus a*=az (mod G""-'), or [f, a]zGGpn-'.

But since ¿G-fX [i, a]GX. Since XnG?n_' = l, we have [a, t]=z, or
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a' = az, a contradiction. Henee aG1*, bG** are not conjugate, and the

theorem is proved.
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SOME REMARKS ON THE DIOPHANTINE EQUATION
x3+y*+z3 = x+y+z

HUGH MAXWELL EDGAR

In order to avoid certain trivial solutions of the Diophantine equa-

tion x3+y3+z3 = x+y+z we initially assume x^y^O, z<0 and

x¿¿ — z. All letters will indicate rational integers throughout, with the

exception of k, t, M which denote rational numbers. S. L. Segal [l]

has shown that if x = y then only finitely many solutions are forth-

coming. Generalizing the method of Segal slightly we prove the fol-

lowing result:

Theorem 1. If A, B, C and D are given nonzero integers satisfying

(A, B) = (C, D) = \ and C\A2 then the Diophantine equation

(1) A(Cx3 - Dx) = B(z3 - z)

has just a finite number of solutions (x, z). An upper bound for the

number of solutions is given by

5 £ (2<r(c) + 1)

c\B(A2D3 - CB2)A3C3,

where <r(n) denotes the sum of the positive divisors of the natural num-

ber n.

Proof. If (x, z)=d then we write x=ad, z = bd with (a, &) = 1.

Upon substituting for x and z in the given equation and dividing by

d we obtain the equation

(3) (ACa3 - Bb3)d2 = A Da - Bb

from which it follows that ADa — Bb = cd2 for some suitable c. Upon

writing
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